THE ASSEMBLY AND THE CONSTITUTION
work of the session known as the 'night of August 4th*. The Assembly
had intended to abolish those rights only that were regarded as
a usurpation, such as the charges levied for the use of the lord's
mill, etc., known as banalites, his right of hunting over the peasants*
lands, and the seigniorial courts; the dues continued to be col-
lected pending their redemption. But the peasants went on rioting
until, in 1792, they were abolished without compensation.
4. The fourth 'day3 saw the work of a Parisian mob, uneasy at
the shortage of grain and exasperated by a demonstration made by
some officers of the royal guard against the Assembly at Versailles.
The crowd, supported by Lafayette, General of the National
Guard of Paris, marched on Versailles and brought the king and
his family back to Paris. The Assembly followed them. Hence-
forward the Government of France had its seat in Paris under the
eye of the Parisian people.
jthe assembly and the  constitution
Forced to improvise its rules of procedure, the Assembly found
models in the English-speaking countries. Jt set up committees
for the purpose of preparing measures, whose name (comite)
indicates their English origin. But it did not want a permanent
president and held none but public sessions, at which speeches
had to be delivered from the tribune (a sort of pulpit). It even
allowed the public in the galleries to make demonstrations for or
against the speakers and permitted citizens presenting petitions
to the Assembly to file through the hall in which the sessions were
held.
The members of the Assembly also refused to follow the English
custom of openly grouping themselves into parties. The groups
which appeared in every assembly in succession and were formed
of representatives sharing the same views, always disclaimed the
intention of forming a party or, as their opponents called it, a
'faction*, fhdr ideal, which was in keeping with the individualis-
tic tendencies of the French people, was an assembly of impartial
men, each acting on his own responsibility and in accordance
with his own conscience. The electors were inspired by the same
sentiment: they rejected the English practice of joint action with
a view to obtaining the election of a candidate, calling such action
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